**Splay Trees**

- Based on Binary Search Trees
- Plus a set of Splay operations.

**Operation starts at a Splay node**

Splay node will end at root of tree

**Splay node:** "After insert, delete, membership"

Highest level (i.e., deepest) node, in the resulting tree, that was examined (i.e., a comparison was done with the key in this node, the node was newly created, the node was removed, or we moved to the left or right child of the node) during the dictionary operation.

**Splay operation:** Sequence of splay steps.

**Splay step:**

\[
\begin{cases}
    \text{"Empty" if splay node is root.} \\
    \text{move splay node 1 or 2 levels} \\
    \text{.O.w.}
\end{cases}
\]

- Two-level step: Level of splay node ≥ 2
- One-level step: O.w.

Many two-level and then at most one-level step.
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